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Alibi Defenses:
Millstone or Key to
the Jailhouse Door?
Alibis always sound so delightfully healthy, but
they crack-up dreadfully easily. … Whatever the
truth about his defence, Dave Anstey it seemed
had total faith in it. As for me, I’m not sure that I
like cast iron alibis. They’re the sort that sink
quickest, to the bottom of the sea.
— Horace Rumpole (attorney), Mortimer,
THE TRIALS OF RUMPOLE (1979)

I

s an alibi defense the key to the jailhouse door, or is
it a millstone? The DNA exoneration cases suggest
the latter. In about two-thirds (68 percent) of the
DNA exoneration cases, the innocent defendants
offered an alibi that was not believed by law enforcement; worse, prosecutors used weak alibis as incriminating evidence at trial.1 Of the 140 exonerees who presented an alibi, 121 had witnesses, the remainder had
only their own testimony.2 Many were unemployed and
Editor’s Note: This article is adapted from Lisa Steele,
Investigating and Presenting an Alibi Defense, 56:6 CRIM.
L. BULL. 1083 (2020).

did not have co-workers or employment records to
establish their whereabouts on weekdays. Others had
only family members who said the defendant was at
home at the time of the crime. Prosecutors argued that
weak alibis were false and a sign of the defendant’s
efforts to deceive the jury. Even strong alibis were not
enough — one exoneree had 11 alibi witnesses to establish that he was at a two-day long sports competition,
supported by credit card receipts for his travel, meals,
and purchases on the trip. The prosecutor successfully
argued that the witnesses were liars or mistaken.
Prosecutors have been known to expand an offense date
to evade an airtight alibi (i.e., when the defendant was
in jail on the date the crime was committed).
Some trial defense attorneys decline to offer alibi
defenses. The post-conviction dockets are littered with
defendants who claim trial counsel was ineffective for
not investigating or not presenting alibi witnesses.
In Johnson v. Commissioner,3 for example, trial
counsel said:
My belief about alibis is that unless they are
solid, they can get you into trouble. It’s the last
thing the jury hears if you have a good prosecutor who’s a good cross-examiner and can try
to kind of attack either a family member who’s
an alibi witness or some other vulnerability to
the alibi. To me, it pulls attention away from
the weaknesses in the state’s case, and it kind
of develops jurors’ focus on the weaknesses in
the alibi. So, it’s just been my practice to shy
away from alibis unless they’re solid, and I had
some concerns about the alibi in this case.
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In Outing v. Commissioner,4 trial
counsel “testified that she had ultimately concluded, on the basis of her
experience as a trial attorney, that the
presentation of an incomplete alibi
defense, bolstered only by friends and
relatives of the accused, often undermines the defendant’s defense in a
murder trial.” In both cases, the habeas
and the appellate courts found the
attorney to have made a reasonable
tactical decision.
So what can defense counsel do to
improve alibi defenses?
The Suspect at the Station
My heart started pounding. …
I had gotten my weekends confused. Which meant the alibi I
gave to the police was not going
to check out at all.
— Ronald Cotton
(exonerated defendant)5

v ask the witness about a fictional
event, like a car accident, that supposedly happened at the time and
place mentioned to see if the susNACDL.ORG

v ask the witness for a detailed
description of his activities and then
to recount the alibi in reverse
chronological order.12
Again, the reader should consider
how well he or she would fare in this test.
In practice, observers have noted
that if a suspect offers an alibi “the
interrogator will attack it as inconsistent, contradicted by all of the case evidence, implausible, and/or simply
impossible — even if none of these
assertions are true.”13
Once a suspect makes a mistake, it
may be nearly impossible for him to
convince anyone of his innocence.14
(The one exception seems to be if the
defendant lies and then provides a salacious alibi.15) Changes, even changes
that genuinely strengthen the alibi, tend
to weaken how fact-finders perceive it.16
It is not surprising that innocent
suspects have trouble providing alibis
during interrogations; the surprising
part is what happens when they do.
The Alibi Witness and Investigators
Unless I could break this guy’s
alibi, a murderer might be walking on the street. There was such
a small window of opportunity,
I had to act fast.
— Prosecutor’s remark to the press17

What happens when the police
investigate the suspect’s alibi?18 Disinterested witnesses, those most likely to
be credited, are also those most likely to
forget having seen the defendant.19 The
police may interpret a witness’s inability to recall the suspect as a lie by the
suspect, further convincing them that
the suspect is guilty.
The witness may explain that he was
with family or friends — the people with
whom the suspect was most likely to be
on an ordinary day, at an ordinary
time.20 Police may investigate, but law
enforcement tends to discount alibis
from family and friends because they are
perceived as biased.21
If the witness does provide an
alibi, police may not believe the witness.22 Disbelieving investigators may
challenge the witness with coercive
interrogation techniques23 or threaten
the witness with perjury or obstruction

of justice charges.24 Investigators may
also confront witnesses with other evidence of guilt, which can lead witnesses
to weaken or disavow their alibi.25
Police may find that witnesses can
provide only incomplete alibis. For
example, witnesses may not be certain
about the exact time the suspect
arrived and departed, or they may not
be sure that he was with them the
entire time.26 Investigators may conclude that the suspect could have committed the crime when a witness was
not paying attention, or that the witness was wrong about when the suspect
arrived or left. The alibi witness may
also place the suspect near the scene of
the crime around the time that it
occurred — as much a boon to the
prosecution as to the defense.
Police may have trouble getting the
witness to cooperate. Some witnesses do
not want to be involved with the police.27
In State v. Ghere,28 the Connecticut
Supreme Court stated:
Although we do not believe
that an alibi witness has a duty
to report an alibi story to the
police or, for that matter, to
any other person, a witness in
many instances naturally may
be expected to convey such
information, especially when
the witness is friendly with the
accused. … Failure of the witness to do so would, under
[those] circumstances, constitute grounds for impeachment [because the failure
to report an alibi under such
circumstances is] relevant on
the issue of credibility or,
more specifically, the issue
of fabrication.
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First, it helps to think about the
alibi from an innocent suspect’s perspective. When questioned or arrested, law enforcement officers asked the
suspect about a date and time that
might have been days, weeks, or
months earlier.6 The innocent suspect
had no reason to pay specific attention to where he was, when he was
there, and who was with him. He had
no reason to retain a receipt or other
physical evidence.7
If the suspect gives police an alibi
during the interview, he, like Ronald
Cotton, risks misremembering and
looking like a liar.8 If he waits to think
about it or to check with his family
and friends, he looks like he is fabricating the alibi.9
The Reid manual10 suggests asking
suspects to “please tell me everything
you did from noon on Friday until you
went to bed.” If the suspect gives a general alibi, like “I was driving alone in
my car that night,” then the manual
suggests asking for details about the
route the suspect drove, places he visited, and approximate times of arrival
and departure at any place he visited.
The reader may wish to consider how
well he or she could provide similar
details on short notice.
To test an alibi, the Reid manual
suggests the following:

pect will believe the false event is
true and add it to his story; 11
and/or

Another court observed that “it is a
lamentable but undeniable fact of modern
society that some of our citizens harbor a
mistrust for law enforcement authority
which leads them to shun contact with the
police even when the avoidance of contact
is not in their own best interest.”29
Witnesses may be afraid of the police in
general, or they may have immigration
issues, child custody issues, or pending
criminal charges that make them particularly concerned about contradicting the
police narrative. If the case has received
significant media attention, the witness
may be afraid of becoming part of the
story. The witness may be afraid of disapproval from the victim’s family or friends.30
If the defendant does not offer an
alibi or police disbelieve the alibi wit-
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nesses, then the suspect becomes a
defendant. Now defense counsel must
decide how to proceed.
Alibis and the Defense Attorney
An alibi is not a traditional affirmative defense — it is a response to the
prosecution’s case. Logically, an accurate alibi means that the prosecutor’s
witnesses have misidentified an innocent defendant either through goodfaith eyewitness identification mistakes
or through deliberate lies by co-offenders or cooperating witnesses.31 Alibi

uninformed assumptions about the
availability or import of that testimony will not suffice.”35
In Skakel v. Commissioner, the
Connecticut Supreme Court set out
four factors to consider in reviewing
the reasonableness of trial counsel’s
decision not to investigate and/or present alibi witnesses. They include: “(1)
the importance of the alibi to the
defense; (2) the significance of the witness’s testimony to the alibi; (3) the
ease with which the witness could have
been discovered; and (4) the gravity of
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Even a strong alibi is not enough. One exoneree,
who could not have been at the crime scene because he
was attending a two-day sports competition, had 11 alibi
witnesses as well as credit card receipts for his travel,
meals, and trip purchases. The prosecutor successfully
argued that the witnesses were liars or mistaken.
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defenses may work well when combined with arguments about mistaken
eyewitnesses, lying informants, cooperating witnesses, and investigative
failures or omissions, including a rush
to judgment and ignoring exculpatory
evidence in the investigation. But, as
noted at the outset, a weak alibi may
divert the jury’s attention from a weak
prosecution case.
Defense counsel is obligated to
make all reasonable efforts to identify
and interview potential alibi witnesses.32 This includes reasonable efforts to
identify and locate witnesses, even if the
defendant does not know their full
names. “[C]ounsel reasonably cannot
limit the pretrial investigation of a case
to only those leads offered by the client
himself. … Counsel has an independent
duty to investigate potentially important witnesses not suggested by the
client, including, of course, potentially
important alibi witnesses.” 33 This
means following those leads and documenting the results.
Commentators warn defense
counsel to “exercise extreme caution”
in choosing alibi witnesses and “take
pains” to ensure that the alibi witness’s
testimony is consistent with other
defense witnesses.34 However, “a decision by counsel to forgo an investigation into the possible testimony of a
potentially significant witness is constitutionally impermissible unless
counsel has a sound justification for
doing so; speculation, guesswork or
NACDL.ORG

the criminal charges and the magnitude of the sentence that the petitioner
faced.”36 A trial attorney who ignores
these factors risks a finding of ineffective assistance of counsel.
Counsel should caution the defendant’s family or friends about seeking
out alibi witnesses or encouraging
them to meet with defense counsel or
an investigator. The prosecution may
argue that the defendant’s allies pressured or influenced the alibi.37 Counsel
should also warn incarcerated defendants about trying to contact witnesses themselves or discussing contacting
witnesses with family. Incarcerated
defendants’ phone calls and mail are
routinely recorded and monitored. A
recording of a defendant’s call or copy
of a letter, seeming to create a false
alibi, would be devastating to the
defense and may lead to additional
charges of tampering and/or obstruction of justice, as well as a jury instruction about consciousness of guilt.
Counsel should also look for any
evidence to support the alibi — receipts,
security videos, and cellphone records,
for example — and carefully document
how the supporting evidence was
obtained and preserved.
Once the defense becomes aware
of potential alibi witnesses, then counsel needs to review the jurisdiction’s
notice of alibi rules and make sure to
comply with disclosure requirements.
If counsel is not certain that he or she
will offer an alibi defense, then counsel

may be able to defer notice until closer
to trial.
Some jurisdictions permit defense
counsel to suggest that witnesses not
talk to the prosecutor and/or police,38
but others view this as potentially
obstruction or tampering. Counsel
needs to be familiar with the ethics
rules in their jurisdiction.
If the witness refuses to meet with
the prosecutor and/or police, expect
the witness to be cross-examined
about this at trial. At minimum, counsel can suggest that if an alibi witness
wants to talk to the police and/or prosecutors, then counsel can ask for any
interview to be recorded from start to
finish so that there is an objective
record of what was said and how it was
said. Counsel can then request a copy
of the recording through discovery.
As discussed at the outset, offering
an alibi defense is risky. While the jury
will be instructed that the defendant
does not need to prove the alibi is true
and that the prosecutor must disprove
it to prove its case beyond a reasonable
doubt, jurors may nevertheless perceive the alibi as pitting the credibility
of the alibi witnesses against the prosecutor’s witnesses. 39 In some cases,
jurors may even be instructed that if
they find the alibi witnesses testified
falsely, then they can infer the defendant’s consciousness of guilt for manufacturing a false alibi.
Therefore, counsel needs to prepare
alibi witnesses to respond to typical
cross-examination ploys.40 Expect questions about the following:
1. The witness’ relationship with the
defendant.
2. The timing of the witness coming
forward.
v When did the witness realize the
defendant had been arrested?


What does the witness
know about the crime?



Is the witness aware of
other incriminating information, such as a confession, eyewitnesses, or forensic evidence?

v When did the witness realize he
could provide an alibi, and who
did he first approach?
3. If the witness did not go directly to
the police or prosecutors, why not?
THE CHAMPION

4. How is the witness sure about
the alibi?
v Could the witness have confused the day or time of day?
v Does the witness have any supporting physical evidence?
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v If there was supporting evidence not under the witness’s
control, did he or she tell anyone about it?
The jury will be wondering about
the witness’s motives, memory, and
whether he or she talked to police
before trial.41 It may be more persuasive to explore those issues in direct
examination rather than leaving these
questions to the prosecutor in cross.
Counsel may also wish to consider
expert testimony about perception,
memory, and good-faith error to help
the jury understand what it can realistically expect from an accurate, truthful alibi witness.
Counsel should also be alert during closing argument to attacks on the
alibi witness,42 vouching for the prosecution’s witnesses, improper comments on the prosecutor’s belief in the
alibi witness’s credibility, improper
suggestions that defense counsel has
offered a perjured alibi, suggestions
that the witness had a duty to come
forward, and shifting the burden of
proof to the defense. Counsel should
object as appropriate to preserve the
record on appeal and ask the trial
court to act if it is possible to cure the
improper argument.
Conclusion
Alibi is an important defense for the
innocent defendant. Prosecutors and
judges are overly skeptical of alibi witnesses. Defense attorneys seem reluctant
to offer all but the most rock solid of alibis. The result may be a loss of accurate,
truthful alibi testimony supporting
innocent defendants.
Defense counsel should investigate
alibi witnesses — even if he or she is
skeptical about using an alibi at trial —
and document that investigation. If
counsel decides to present an alibi
defense, then he or she should prepare
the witness for contact from the prosecutor and/or police after disclosure and
for inevitable cross-examination questions at trial. Counsel should be prepared for a vigorous closing argument
and alert for prosecutorial misconduct
or impropriety in cross-examination or
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closing. Counsel should consider expert
testimony about perception, memory
(particularly autobiographical memory), suggestion and after-acquired information, and good-faith mistake in
appropriate cases.
The exoneration cases show the
risks of presenting alibi witnesses, but
with solid preparation and an understanding of growing research into alibis
and witness memory, perhaps the
defense can do better.
© 2021, Lisa J. Steele. All rights
reserved.
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